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Interactive Script • Romance • Summer 2021 
EMOTIONS: N – neutral; H – happy; SA – sad; A – angry; SU – surprised F - flirty 

Julian (H): Ladies and gentlemen, welcome back to All That Glitters, where five 

strapping young men battle for love, or a cash prize of half a million dollars! 

Julian (N): You’ve already met for of our dashing contestants, Feng, Kadir, Anthony, and 

Miguel. 

Julian (H): But before we reveal the final one, please join me for an exclusive interview 

with our lovely bachelorette! 

Narrator: The room bursts with applause and cheers. 

Me (SU): (Interview? W-wait—nobody said anything about an interview!) 

Narrator: With his signature dazzling smile on his lips, Julian holds out his hand 

towards me. 

Narrator: I reluctantly place my hand in his, forcing a smile as I wave to the crowd while 

on my way to the small table near the base of the stairway. 

Narrator: We both sit down, the cameras swarming us within moments. 

Julian (H): [player_name], [player_name], [player_name]...you’re a long way from home, 

aren’t you? 

Me (SU): I—I uh... 

Julian (N): Must be horrifying having to stand here in front of all of these flashing 

lights...with millions of viewers watching your every move... 

Julian (N): ...talking about you...admiring you...judging you? 

Me (SA): Well...when you put it like that... 

Narrator: All of a sudden, he takes both of my hands in his and locks me into an oddly 

fiery gaze. 

Me (SU): H-huh? 

Julian (N): I want you to know that I’ve been in your shoes, my darling...and I swear I 

will not let your name be tarnished for the sake of viewership. 

Me (SU): (What is up with this guy? A-am I being pranked?) 

Julian (H): All right! Let’s get on with the interview, shall we? 



Julian (H): I’m sure our viewers are just dying to learn more about our deliciously sweet 

new bachelorette. 

Julian (F): Next question: What is [player_name] looking for in her ideal man? What 

makes her soul burn with desire? 

Miguel (A): Is this guy for real? Am I the only one who sees how uncomfortable 

[player_name] is right now? 

Feng (SA): Just leave it, my dude. 

Anthony (F): Pft. Did you ever see a single reality show episode in your life? 

Anthony (N): People throwing fits and making scenes is practically the only reason why 

anyone even watches this crap. 

Kadir (H): Are you sure it is not simply the fabled green-eyed monster talking, my 

friend? 

Kadir (H): Out of all of us, I would say you were the one who has been charmed the 

most by the lovely [player_name] when we met her earlier tonight. 

Miguel (SU): What? N-no! I—I mean... 

Kadir (H): Haha! I was just joking, friend. You really must learn to loosen up more. 

Julian (H): I need an answer, my darling. 

Me (SU): My... My ideal man? 

//Choice #1: Me (N): I suppose there is one thing I value most in a person. 

1. Honesty. 

2. Uniqueness. 

3. Kindness. 

1 

Me (N): Honesty. It’s the most important part of any healthy relationship. 

Me (N): If my partner at some point decides he’d be happier with someone else, I’d 

rather he just tell me so we can both move on sooner rather than later. 

Me (N): But most importantly, I want us to fall in love with each other for who we are 

and not have to pretend we’re different people until we can’t keep it up anymore. 

Miguel (H): ... 

Julian (N): An...interesting perspective. I must say, I haven’t thought of it that way 

before. 
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Me (H): I’ve always felt more attracted to guys who are different in some way. 



Narrator: Both of Julian’s lips and eyes widen as he continues gazing into mine. 

Julian (H): How interesting. Very interesting. 
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Me (H): And that thing is kindness. 

Me (H): Life is tough, and we only have each other for support, so the best thing any 

person can do is be mindful and kind of our fellow man. 

Julian (H): What absolutely inspiring words. 

// 

Julian (H): Thank you, my darling. 

Julian (H): And now, time for the final question before our big reveal tonight! 

Julian (N): [player_name]... 

Julian (F): ...if you had to pick your favorite candidate tonight based solely on first 

impressions, who would it be? 

Me (SU): (Whoa! No pressure or anything...) 

Me (F): (Hold on... Maybe I can use this to my advantage.) 

Me (H): (This could be my chance to send a message without the audience thinking I’m 

playing favorites too early.) 

Me (H): (Better yet, this would definitely make the rest of the boys want to work harder 

for my attention.) 

Julian (F): I’m sure I don’t need to remind you, [player_name], that our viewers at home 

would kill for a juicy detail from our bachelorette like this. 

Narrator: He winks at one of the cameras. 

Julian (H): Isn’t that right, my darlings? 

//Choice #2: Me (N): (Who should I say is my top pick tonight?) 

1. Definitely Miguel. (VIP) 

2. You, of course, Julian. (VIP) 

3. Erm... Can I phone a friend? 
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Miguel (SU): Me? 

Feng (H): Whoa! Looks like you’re in the lead, bruh. I better step up my game. 

Anthony (A): Ugh. Give me a break. 

Julian (H): There’s your answer, ladies and gentlemen. 



Julian (H): Tell us, [player_name], what is it about Miguel that’s grabbed your attention 

this early? 

Me (H): Well, Julian, from the moment I met him, I felt like he was being genuine—like 

he wasn’t pretending to be someone he wasn’t. 

Me (N): I’m not trying to say the other contestants are some kind of fakes, but Miguel 

didn’t seem to try as hard to show himself in the best positive light. 

Me (H): Nobody’s perfect. I really respect men who don’t just sweep their flaws under 

the rug and keep them there for as long as they can. 

Julian (H): What a fascinating observation! You are truly one of the most remarkable 

bachelorettes I have ever met on this show, [player_name]. 
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Anthony (SU): What? 

Miguel (SU): Is that even allowed? 

Julian (SU): I—e-excuse me? 

Narrator: Unlike his Hollywood smiles, this reaction actually feels genuine. 

Me (H): (He’s actually kind of adorable when he’s not flexing for the cameras.) 

Narrator: He clears his throat and loosens his bowtie, avoiding my gaze for once tonight 

instead of seeking it. 

Julian (H): A-all right, [player_name], very amusing, ha-ha. I’m sorry to disappoint, but I 

don’t exchange show perks for empty flattery. 

Me (SA): You think I’m saying that just to get on your good side because you’re the host? 

Julian (H): My darling, I admire your ambition, but you can’t outfox the devil himself. 

I’ve been in the game far too long. 

Me (N): Maybe so long that you’ve forgotten what’s real anymore. 

Julian (SU): I— 

Feng (SU): Holy crap, bruh—[player_name] is totally screwing with his brain right now. 

Anthony (F): For a second there, I thought I’d actually pick her instead of the money 

when I’d win. 

Miguel (A): You’re disgusting, you know that? 

Anthony (F): Don’t hate the player, hate the game. 

Julian (H): Well, well... You seem to get more interesting by the minute. And just 

between you and me... 



Narrator: He motions me to move closer and leans against the side of my face, 

whispering to me. 

Julian (H): I’m going to enjoy playing with you. 

Narrator: He sneers softly, leaning back against his chair while his impish gaze is still 

focused on me. 

Narrator: Chills run down my spine, followed by a jolt of excitement. 

Narrator: Something is hiding behind that devilish smirk of his, and I intend to find out 

what it is. 
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Julian (H): Unfortunately, there are no lifelines on this show, my darling. 

Me (H): I just don’t think it would be very fair to anyone if I had to answer that question 

before meeting all of the contestants. 

Julian (H): As much as I hate to admit it, you make a fair point. 

// 

Narrator: Julian then clasps his hands together and jumps up from his chair. 

Julian (H): All right, ladies and gentlemen, this is it—the moment you’ve all been 

waiting for! 

Narrator: The lights and cameras follow him as he struts back down towards the center 

of the hall. 

Julian (H): Everyone, please give a warm welcome to our final contestant! 

Julian (H): The bold, the spectacular, the mesmerizing young stallion here to steal the 

show! 

Julian (H): Ready your applause, my darlings, because all that glitters... 

Me (H): (Here it comes! I’ve been waiting all night for this!) 

Narrator: Confetti and glitter pop out from the sides towards Julian when he strikes a 

gallant pose, leering at the cameras and smiling from ear to ear. 

Julian (H): ...is me! 

Me (SU): What? 

Barbara (A): What?  



Static/Cutscene Script • Fantasy • Summer 2021 

FADE IN: 

INT. A MAGICAL MEDIEVAL ELEVATOR 

CARNEBAL 

(annoyed and unamused) 

How kind of the almighty gods to confine me here with a tramp and a 

barbarian just before I am to meet with the princess. 

TANGI 

(nervous) 

H-hey--at least you’re not the one stuck in a broken elevator with two 

guys carrying uncomfortably sharp diplomacy sticks. 

Mirasol leans over to Tangi with a psychotic gaze and a wide smile. 

MIRASOL 

(amused) 

Don’t worry, Skinny, I’m saving mine for the princess anyway. 

CARNEBAL 

Disgusting. 

Mirasol chuckles. 

MIRASOL 

And don’t you think it’d be nice if you pulled it out of your ass every once 

in a while, Your Majesty? I didn’t realize I was the only one here with a 

healthy appetite for a nice pair of tits. 

CARNEBAL 

Your vulgar demeanors are neither amusing nor charming. I suppose I 

shouldn’t be surprised that a brute such as yourself has forgotten that 

the princess is still the one who will be choosing her husband. 

MIRASOL 



She doesn’t exactly have much of a choice. Who else is she going to pick? 

A limp old geezer? The skinny little street rat? Face it, Grandpa--I’m the 

only one here who can get the job done. 

CARNEBAL 

If that job is bringing chaos into the kingdom of the Sweets and defiling 

everything you lay your porcine hands on. 

MIRASOL 

Ha! Joke’s on you--I don’t even know what that means! 

Tangi leans over to Carnebal’s ear for a moment. 

TANGI 

L-lord Carnebal, don’t you think this guy is too dangerous to be left 

alive? 

CARNEBAL 

Sadly, it would be against my code to cut down my competition before 

they’ve had a chance to make a fool of themselves. 

MIRASOL 

Hey--that’s not a bad idea! 

Mirasol unsheathes his sword and Tangi ducks for cover behind Carnebal. 

MIRASOL 

Why don’t I just gut you two right now and save myself the trouble of 

killing you in the raid later? 

CARNEBAL 

You will not leave a single scratch on my ceremonial armor, I promise 

you that. 

MIRASOL 

Luckily for you, I’m going to save it and have it rattle above the bed 

when I’ll be plowing the royal field in my new bedchambers. 

TANGI 



(scared) 

I don’t care what you do--just put that thing away! 

Carnebal unsheathes his sword and turns to Mirasol, pointing it at him. 

CARNEBAL 

Perhaps I should do the world a service and rid it of the wretch that 

plagues it. You and your people are worthless to the gods. You do 

nothing but bring them suffering. 

MIRASOL 

(enraged) 

My purpose is what I make of it, Savory scum! I do not serve any damned 

gods! I am a slave to no one! 

TANGI 

W-wait! Let’s not dwell on who brings more benefit to the gods than 

whom. I--I’m sure there is a place for all of us in this-- 

CARNEBAL 

Then you leave me no choice. You must be eliminated. 

 

Mirasol traces his tongue along the edge of his blade and continues to glare at 

Carnebal with a psychotic grin. 

MIRASOL 

Oh, I’m going to enjoy this! 

Carnebal and Mirasol clash blades just as the elevator door dings upon parting, 

forcing the men to freeze in place as they lay their eyes on Princess Chrémie and her 

royal advisor Lafraise. 

LAFRAISE 

(jolly) 

My lords, please refrain from unauthorized duels to the death this early in 

the day. There will be plenty of time for that after drinks have been 

served. The princess has come to welcome you to the castle...personally.  



Bark Script • Sci-Fi • Summer 2021 
Scared Alien: P-please, d-don’t come any closer! 

Alien Mission Giver: Hey, hey! Over here! Yes, you, the pink, fleshy one! 

Alien Merchant: Nice gear you got there, stud. Wanna trade? 

Alien Hermit: I see a thousand eyes watching—always watching. 

Enemy 1: Show this meat bag why humans aren’t welcome this side of the galaxy. 

Enemy 2: O-oh, I haven’t tasted red blood in weeks—I’m going to bleed you dry. 

Enemy 3: I can smell you, little human. Won’t you come out and play with my toys? 

Enemy 4: You can’t hide behind your shields forever, Winters. One day, it’ll be power 

down and lights out. 

Mentor: You simply point and shoot—it’s really not that difficult. 

Mentor: It would seem I have failed you as your commanding officer. 

Mentor: Excellent work, Winters. Change nothing. 

Mentor: I hope you are prepared. These people do not take kindly to the likes of us. 

Mechanic: You here to ask me out or you gonna buy something? 

Mechanic: Oh, yeah—my mom likes that one, too. 

Mechanic: Thank you for the money. 

Mechanic: You know how hard it was to steal this crap? 

AI: I sense a disturbance in the third engine room, Captain. 

AI: Captain, the intruders are trapped in the garbage chute. I believe this situation calls 

for a witty remark. Shall I initiate H.U.M.O.R. Protocol? 

AI: There is no need for you to release your fear-induced secretions here, Captain. 

AI: Should I continue complimenting your achievements in order to raise your serotonin 

levels? 
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